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In 2014 the Flower Constellations theory celebrates his ten-year birthday. Ten years were needed to fully 
understand the implications of the theory. Today, this new satellite constellations design tool is ready for 
applications. Using minimal parameterization (Hermite normal form) Flower Constellations include all 
spatial and temporal symmetric solutions, introduce a new class of space objects characterized by shape 
preserving configurations, allow designers to use any inclination when selecting elliptical orbits under J2

perturbation and (using the necklace theory) allow designers to increase the space of potential solutions 
by keeping small the number of satellites while preserving the symmetries. 

The evolution of the mathematical theory is presented, showing some potential configurations to improve 
existing applications as well as some configurations in search of new applications! Radio occultation and 
interferometric (amplitude correlation imaging) mission examples will be shown. Also, a new class of 
orbits, called J2 propelled orbits, where the Earth oblateness perturbation is used (rather than fuel) to 
cover spatial volumes around the Earth, will be presented to design space missions (single satellite or 
constellations) to measure or monitor physical quantities.
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